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INTRODUCTION
The BASIC computer program HYDRO computes the parameters of the kinematic wave model for debris flow proposed by Arattano and Savage (1992) using one recorded hydrograph from a gaging station along a channel and the value of k calculated from the channel cross section at the gaging station. The solution for kinematic wave theory in Arattano and Savage (1992) was obtained using the method of characteristics. The option also exists to compute the model parameters using a solution for kinematic wave theory proposed by Whitham (1979) .
In order to compute the model parameters H and L, a theoretical time of inception of the debris flow is first calculated. H is the maximum height of the initial debris mass, and L is the length of the initial debris mass. H and L are then used to calculate x, the distance between the theoretical point of inception and the gaging station.
Once the model parameters have been calculated, a theoretical hydrograph at the location of the gaging station can be generated by the program.
Theoretical hydrographs can be generated using either the solution obtained from the method of characteristics (Arattano and Savage, 1992) or Whitham's (1979) solution.
The program also allows for the comparison of the recorded hydrograph with the hydrographs predicted by the model using either solution. The comparison is done by adding the theoretical time of inception to the recorded time data of the actual hydrograph.
The output of HYDRO consists of files containing Time/FlowHeight pairs. A graphics program, such as GRAPHER , may be used to draw the hydrographs.
HYDRO.EXE will run on any IBM PC or PC compatible system running DOS 3.0 or above and with 640 kilobytes of memory. HYDRO was written using Microsoft BASIC Professional Development System version 7.1.
SOME USEFUL ADVICE BEFORE RUNNING THE PROGRAM
A previous ordering of the input and output data can facilitate using HYDRO. In particular, it is helpful to decide the names of the output files before running the program to distinguish the type of solution used.
In table 1 we have shown a possible set of file names needed to run the program. We suggest creating a table similar to that shown as table 1 before starting HYDRO and referring to it while running the program. The first column contains a suggested input filename for the Time/Flow-Height (TH) data pairs recorded at the gaging station. The second column contains a suggested output file name for the Corrected Time/Flow-Height (CTH) data pairs (The extension .DAT is needed to use the graphing program GRAPHER ) . These are the recorded hydrograph data that will be corrected by adding the theoretical time of inception to the time data, to allow the comparison with the theoretical hydrograph.
The third and fourth columns contain suggested file names for Theoretical Time/Flow-Height data for the Method of Characteristics solution (TTHMC) and Whitham's (1979) Solution (TTHWS). These are the files that will be used to draw the theoretical hydrographs.
Together with the executable program, we have provided a file which contains the hydrograph data recorded with time-lapse photography during the descending limb of the largest surge of a debris flow that occurred on June 5, 1983, at a site in Lower Rudd Canyon, Farmington, Utah (Pierson, 1985) . This file is named TH, and can be used, together with the data given in table 2, to demonstrate how the program runs. An example of a Time/Height-data file is shown below. The column on the left contains time data, the column on the right contains height data. The first point is the peak flow value and its time is thus assumed equal to zero. s slope of the channel k accounts for changes in R with flow height C roughness coefficient hD peak flow height Table 2 -Field data (s and hp) and calculated parameters (k, and C) from the largest surge of a debris flow that occurred on June 5, 1983 in lower Rudd Canyon, Farmington, Utah (Pierson, 1985) .
If a problem is encountered while running the program, press and hold the [CTRL] key and the [BREAK] key to exit. This aborts the program and returns the system to DOS.
THE FIRST THING TO DO
Insert the program/data disk into the computer drive. The A: drive is usually a 5.25" drive, and the B: drive a 3.5" drive. To run the program from a floppy drive, change the working drive to the floppy drive by typing the appropriate drive letter followed by a colon (i.e. A:). If you wish to run the program from the hard drive, copy the floppy disk files to the hard disk with the DOS copy command (i.e. copy A:\*.* C:\*.*).
GETTING STARTED
Start the program by typing HYDRO and pressing the [ENTER] key. The screen is first cleared and the following title page is displayed:
lilll §î llliiP ress any key to proceed to the next screen.
The next screen informs the user how to quit the program in case of a problem: press any key to proceed.
DATA INPUT
The input to the program consist of, in order, the slope of the channel, s, the parameter k, which accounts for change in hydraulic radius with flow height, the roughness coefficient C, the peak flow height recorded at the gaging station, hp, and the name of the input file containing the TH pairs taken from the recorded hydrograph (for an example, see table 1, column 1) . Figure 1 shows an example of a TH file from a recorded hydrograph.
At this point the user is asked for the name of the file to which the corrected hydrograph data will be written (for an example, see table 1, column 2) .
The hydrograph data will be corrected by adding the time, te , from the theoretical moment of inception of the debris flow to its recording at the gaging station.
The program will now perform the calculation to find the values for te , H, L, and x using the solution obtained from the method of characteristics (Arattano and Savage, 1992) . Recall that H is the maximum height of the initial debris mass, L is the length of the initial debris mass, and x is the distance between the theoretical point of inception and the gaging station.
(See Arattano and Savage (1992) for a detailed explanation of these variables).
These values will be shown on the screen when the calculations are complete, as below.
:!iiii!!;!iil!i!!!Piii!I!liii! If the printer is attached but not on line, the program cannot finish execution.
The next prompt will request the number of points used to generate the theoretical hydrograph at the gaging station.
To generate the theoretical hydrograph the program will calculate a user-designated number of Time/Flow-Height pairs. (50 points are usually sufficient).
The calculated points will be stored into a file that can then be read by a graphics program like GRAPHER . The following screen asks for the name of this file (for an example see column 3 in table 1) .
(If you use GRAPHER to draw the hydrograph, the extension of the filename must be .DAT).
The program now allows the option to compare the result obtained by solving the equations using the method of characteristics with the results obtained using Whitham's (1979) solution. The program now prompts:
If this option is selected the program will perform the calculation to find the values for H, L, and x, and to generate a theoretical hydrograph at the gaging station, using Whitham's (1979) solution. The program will request the number of points to be used in generating the theoretical hydrograph and the output filename for the hydrograph data (for an example, see table 1, column 4).
When the calculations are complete, the values for H, L, x and other variables will be shown on the screen:
The next prompt is :
Pressing any key other than the space bar will exit the program and the following message will be displayed: 
